t.a. hampton city despatch

ToAo HAMPTON CITY DESPATCH
This Philadelphia, Pennsylvania local post was operated by Thomas A. Hampton sometime around
1847. The post used two types of circular adhesive stamp, as well as two circular handstamps. The stamp

featured above is the only known mint example. (Only two other examples of this stamp are known, both on
cover.)

77L2
GENUINE
TYPE2
BLACK ON WHITE

The TA. Hampton stamps used the same templates as the stamps ef the G. S. Harris local post. Both
Hampton and Harris are listed in Philadelphia directories as printers. lt is very likely that Hampton and
Harris were partners and co-owners of the post.

PHOTOCOPY OF G.S. HARRIS STAMP
79L2 - TYPE2
FROM SIEGEL AUOTIO

SALE 817. LOT 1169

FOR COMPARISON

TOAO HAMPTON CITY DESPATCH
Most of the mail delivered by TA. Hampton were marked with handstamps, rather than adhesive

stamps. Handstamps were known in both 2¢ an.d 3¢ denominations. The 2¢ rate was for local deliveries,
while the 3¢ rate paid for inter-city mail.
The cover below is a handstamped cover, mailed locally at 2¢. The letter within discusses plans for a
fishing and hunting trip. The letter was sent to "care oJMagarge & Cope," a paper warehouse.

HANDSTAMP - TYPE 3 - 2¢

GENUINE ON COVER
SEPTEMBER 9, 1847

TOAO HAMPTON CITY DESPATCH

_____.>

HANDSTAMP TYPE 3 : 2 ¢
GENUINE ON COVER

The cover above represents a genuine TA. Hampton's hands tamp, delivered at the 2¢ local rate.
The cover below is a handstamp forgery, based on the "paid" adhesive stamp. This fake handstamp
is present on an envelope mailed in 1857, eight years after the last recorded genuine TA. Hampton cover.
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T.A. HAMPTON HANDSTAMP FORGERY
ON COVER WITH 26 : 3 ¢ DULL RED
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA AUGUST 24, 1857

